
HOW DID THE CAR WASH BRUSHES DEVELOP? 
We have met Leonardo Favagrossa in order to learn more from one of the most important world car wash 

brush manufacturers their advancement over the last decades. 

 

 

Favagrossa was born in 1965. It has led the technological development of car washing for the latest fifty years 

and has worked out more and more reliable, efficient and top performance brushes to fit changeable market 

needs. 

In 1996 Favagrossa created CARLITE branded foam brushes, revolutionising the worldwide car wash market, 

used to traditional or felt brushes by then, and accomplishing new standards of smoothness on paintwork.  

Nowadays, new technical solutions and innovative materials, such as microfibre F-ACE brushes, offer washing 

results and unmatched smoothness never ever seen before, even on the most stubborn dirt. 

Besides, thanks to their different density moulded shapes, the brushes perfectly fit vehicle silhouettes, 

ensuring washing top performances even on the hardest-to-reach points.  

Then, we can offer products which ensure top safety standards, smoothness and reliability, and care for 

ecology. 

 

In order to examine in depth these important topics we have met Leonardo Favagrossa R & D supervisor at 

Favagrossa Srl: 

 

How have the modern brushes improved the wash results? 

 

In the past the materials of choice for the car wash brushes were the PE brushes and the synthetic textile 

which assured best results as to cleaning power but with countless drawbacks such as the fast wear and the 

inadequate daintiness on the paints.   

CARLITE brushes have solved the problem: thanks to their patented structure in foam material and to 

proven reliability, these brushes assure an extremely soft touch on the paint protecting its look and 

brightness guaranteeing at the same time high wash performances. 

CARLITE brushes have quickly conquered the market and nowadays represent the most widespread product 

within car washing. 

As well as the Carlite brushes, Favagrossa has worked out and introduced other products and, we are sure, 

they will certainly revolutionise car washing. First of all the new F-ACE brushes. 

Thanks to their special microfibre coating and to its patented structure, the brushes ensure exceptional 

wash results even on the most stubborn dirt maintaining however an unbelievable softness on the paints. 

Furthermore thanks to their extraordinary technical features these brushes can be used to a far lower 

revolution speed and with a lesser water quantity all this to the operators’ benefit whom it will be 

guaranteed an unparalleled wash quality to. 

Furthermore, the company has recently introduced on the market the new wheel washer TWISTER. 

Thanks to the special inclination of the bristles and the application of fibers of different lengths and 

densities, this patented wheel washer penetrates the rim slots thus guaranteeing a perfect washing result 

even on the most stubborn dirt. 

The bristles provided with a deep feathering penetrate the rim spokes not only with their tips, like on the 

traditional wheel washers, but also diagonally carrying out like this an incredible brushing effect. 

Provided with a universal anchoring which can be adapted to any car wash system and equipped with  high 

pressure device, the TWISTER wheel-washer allow the use of chemical products less “aggressive” avoiding 

laborious hand refining 

 

Which solutions does Favagrossa propose for the wash tunnels? 

As for tunnel systems, we can offer a wide range of accessories covering all stages, from pre-washing to 

drying for car wash owners to offer a complete and appealing service. 

 



Side washer brushes, Mitter curtains, CARLITE® and F-ACE® washing and polishing brushes, DRYTEX drying 

brushes, tire-shiner systems, are only some of our wide catalogue solutions. Customizing one's own system 

with appealing accessories is fundamental to offer a complete and exclusive customer service, increasing 

washing standard prices and therefore incomes. 

 

What to do in order to maintain steady wash performances? 

Proper and regular system maintenance, as well as use of top quality chemical products ensure constant 

washing performances even after a large amount of washing cycles.  

Choosing suitable, non aggressive, lubricating chemical products is fundamental to allow proper functioning 

of the brushes and to avoid precocious wear.  

Moreover, brushes, as well as car wash systems should be regularly monitored and kept clean with special 

chemical products and replaced when they start to wear out.  

A few precautions to ensure top results, always. 

 

When is a brush change needed? 

Brush effective endurance depends on different factors. Apart from the used material (CARLITE® and F-ACE® 

last much longer than traditional and felt brushes) and the number of washing cycles, brush endurance can 

depend on many external factors such as: types of treated vehicles, dirt level of washed cars and external 

factors which can interact with the brushes (weather conditions, sun exposure, chemical products, etc.).    

Check brushes weekly, both to detect a possible heap of dirt and to monitor wear of the material which can 

reduce washing efficiency. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE WHOLE RANGE OF THE FAVAGROSSA’PRODUCTS 
 

F-ACE 

The last invention stands for the “top of the list”product at Favarossa’s thanks to the remarkable wash 

power combined with a great softness.The F-ACE brushes recall all the Carlite brush best features (tapered 

foam strands, strengthened u-shaped structure, soft touch) but they take them to a higher level thanks to 

the use of top quality microfiber.What about the effects? Great cleaning power, extreme softness on the 

paints, reduction of water and energy consumtion, a silent wash as well as an undeniable esthetical appeal. 

 

CARLITE 

The Carlite brushes are world-wide recognized for their reliability, their high performances and their 

considerable durability. Their special composition ensures a great wash softness mantaining look and 

brightness of the paint; furthermore the patented strangthened U-shaped structure guarantees a perfect 

brush stability making sure there are constant performances also after many wash cycles. It’s not a 

coincidence that the greatest world car wash manufacturers rely on Carlite to equip their units. 

 

FILOK 

Marked as a developement of the traditional PE brushes the Filok brushes rapidly imposed on the market 

as a valid alternative to any kind of brush outfit thanks to their technical features and to their appealing 

design. Optained by a special plastic mixture these syntetical filaments contain micro air balls able to lend 

the brush a remarkable lightness.Moreover the bristle configuration i.e. flat and large makes it possible a 

better water and shampoo distribution on the car body assuring thus flawless wash results. 

 

TRADITIONAL BRISTLE 

Produced only with high quality raw material (PE,PP,NYLON etc.) and fastened to exclusive patented mats, 

the Favagrossa PE brushes are known for their reliability and for the high performances. 

All the production process is conducted within the company: from the extrusion of the bristles to the 

forming of the plastic backing, every step is carried out in compliance with rigid quality standards, which 

ensure the high quality of the final PE brushes. Every brush is then hand-assembled and checked by a team 

of expert workers. Favagrossa bristles are subject to an exclusive process of feathering, which makes the 

end of the bristles soft and delicate. An additional technical plus for unique and inimitable brushes. 

 

TWISTER 

As a result after years of research and investigation, the TWISTER wheel washer is the most suitable brush 

component for a thorough and effective wheel wash. 

 Thanks to the special inclination of the bristles and the application of fibers of different lengths and 

densities, this patented wheel washer penetrates the rim slots thus guaranteeing a perfect washing result 

even on the most stubborn dirt. 

 Provided with a universal anchoring which can be adapted to any car wash system and equipped with high 

pressure device, the TWISTER wheel-washer is manufactured in different dimensions and colors. 

 

WHEEL BRUSH 

WHEEL BRUSHES are available in a variety of sizes, designs and materials to suit the needs of an ever-

changing clientele. Wheel brushes with varied length bristles, spiral wheel brushes, CARLITE® or traditional 

wheel brushes, plenty of solutions for many washing philosophies. Favagrossa bristles are subject to an 

exclusive process of feathering, which makes the end of the bristles soft and delicate.  

 

 


